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INTRODUCTION: Learn from the best.
Be a customer experience leader (or bite the dust).
Engage your CEO in customer experience.
Know your “Do-Fors.”
Release a product only when you are satisfied
it’s the best it can be.
Steal the best customer experience practices
from other industries.
Find, capture, and keep customers
with social media.
High tech can trump high touch.
Study how your customers want to buy.
Make your company name a verb.
Give your customers a K.I.S.S.
Create two-pizza teams.
Invest in big data.
Solve a need and disrupt an industry.
Apologize with actions as well as words.
Measure what matters to your customers.
Start selling before the sale.
Create personas.
Design for people.
Make sure your products and services
work in the real world.
Test the out-of-box experience.
Plan your customer’s journey.
Be a fly on the wall.
Begin a great customer experience with
a pleasing user experience.
Blend digital and physical.
Make your product easy to use.
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49
26 Develop online concierge services to deliver
customer experience.
51
27 Segment customers by experience.
53
28 View customer support as a product.
55
29 Design your products and services
with customers in mind.
57
30 Embrace new branding techniques.
59
31 Watch the clock!
61
32 Discover the “influencers.”
63
33 Fail your way to success.
65
34 Create a great working environment.
Flatten
your
organizational
structure.
67
35
69
36 Reject customer satisfaction!
71
37 Create a customer experience center of excellence.
74
38 Be a proximity player.
76
39 Recruit X-Men and X-Women.
Don’t
fall
in
love
with
your
great
ideas.
78
40
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41 If it ain’t broke, fix it.
81
42 Give a frictionless customer experience.
83
43 Create positive feelings.
84
44 Think like a shark.
Make
the
experience
genuine.
86
45
46 Define your business by what it does for customers. 88
90
47 Keep your customer experience lifecycle fresh.
92
48 Create a customer experience advisory board.
94
49 Keep your promises.
Know
social
media.
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51 Wall Street rewards the best customer experience.
100
52 Make magic happen!
102
CONCLUSION: Don’t get distracted by the present.

INTRODUCTION

Learn from the best.
GREAT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, when pur-

posefully made and genuine, creates businesses that
are better for customers, are more profitable, and last
longer than others.
This kind of customer experience is engaging,
and customers want to have it again and again. It creates advocates who share their experience on social
media because they want others to experience it, too.
Like my first book, The Customer Experience Revolution (co-authored with Sean Van Tyne), Customer
Experience Rules! is based on expertise combined
with the latest research and in-person interviews of
customer experience leaders. These leaders are passionate about determining, developing, and delivering extraordinary customer experiences.
Customer Experience Rules! focuses on 52 best
practices common to the CX leaders who consistently improve or innovate their CX. I nickname
these companies and their leaders “Experience
Makers.”
The Experience Makers mentioned in the book
are at varying stages of company development. Some
are in retail, business-to-business, or both. They include Uber, Tesla, Amazon, Qualcomm, Kaiser Permanente, DealerRater, Imprivata, Apple, Starwood
Hotels, and more.
These 52 CX rules comprise a proven set of inJEOFREY BEAN
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sights from Experience Makers that you can use to
improve your company’s customer experience. They
show that, more than ever, customer experience has
become a game-changer in many industries. CX has
become the decisive measure of success.
That’s why the first rule is: Be a customer experience leader (or bite the dust)!
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RULES!

RULE

Be a customer experience leader
(or bite the dust).
COMPANIES WITH SUCCESSFUL customer

experience are growing fast, pleasing customers,
and leaving the competition in the dust. Companies
without successful customer experiences are dying.
Customer Experience (CX) includes all the
interactions people have with or about a company’s
messages, people, processes, products, and services.
CX concerns the totality of the customer’s interaction
with a company.
Think branding. Add customer service. Stir in
some social media. Spice with some advertising.
Deliver a user experience that exceeds expectations.
And voila! You’ve created a great customer experience
JEOFREY BEAN
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for your customers.
Once you become a customer experience leader,
you’ll never turn back. When the customer is the center of the universe, you win—and your customers win.
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RULES!

RULE

Engage your CEO in customer experience.
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE DOESN’T work its

way up the organization. Commitment from the
CEO is vital to instill a customer experience culture
in a company.
Amazon’s CEO Jeff Bezos says: “Our goal is to
be earth’s most customer-centric company.”
Starbucks’ CEO Howard Schultz says his company should be focused on customer experience. He
wants Starbucks to be a place for conversation and
community—a third place between work and home.
These leaders have made sure their company
cultures embody their commitment to customers. If
your leader is not committed to instilling world-class
customer experience, your company will not rise to
the top.

JEOFREY BEAN
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RULE

Know your “Do-Fors.”
“DO-FORS” ARE WHAT your products or services

actually do for customers. They are the heart of your
advertising and answer these customer questions:

•
•
•

“What will this product or service do for
me?”

“Why should I care about this product or
service?”

“Why should I invest my time or money in
this product or service?”

These Do-Fors effectively communicate each
company’s value proposition:
Intuit SnapTax—“Snap It. Tap It. Done. Taxes
6

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RULES!

Done Right.”
My Starbucks Rewards—“A loyalty program
that’s all about you – Get exclusive offers by simply
registering a Starbucks Card.”
Square (mobile device credit card solution)—
“Start selling today. Clear pricing. Customer support.
Serious security.”
Qualcomm® Gobi™ 4G LTE technology—
“Wireless freedom. Global network coverage.”
Do-Fors: Ask not what your customers can do
for you, but what you can Do-For your customers.

JEOFREY BEAN
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RULE

Release a product only when you are
satisfied it’s the best it can be.
DON’T ENTER THE market until you are ready to

give customers an extraordinary experience. Don’t do
it.
Years ago at Apple, Steve Jobs went through more
than a dozen versions of the Macintosh computer
before he was satisfied that it was the best possible
product for consumers. I learned about Jobs’s philosophy of product introduction from Larry Tesler,
former Vice President and Chief Scientist at Apple.
According to Tesler, “Whether it was positioning the
marketing message, or customer service and support,
or upgrades and repairs, Steve Jobs usually said, ‘delay
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RULES!

the product so you can fix it.’”
It is not enough to meet your internal production
milestones if your customer experience will disappoint. Only launch when your message, products, and
services are ready to give a great customer experience.
That’s what people will remember.

JEOFREY BEAN
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RULE

Steal the best customer experience
practices from other industries.
YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE having experiences with

every other company they do business with. All those
experiences can impact their expectations for your
company. But the best of those companies are probably not in your industry.
Here’s an example. Your company sells outdoor
gear. So you naturally assume your customer experience is compared to companies such as Cabela’s, L.L.
Bean, and REI. And it probably is. But it’s just as
likely that your customers also want your customer
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experience to be like Nordstrom in its customer service, like Zingerman’s in its knowledgable staff, and
like National Car Rental in its speed of processing.
Your customers are more involved and informed
than ever. You can’t rely on merely being better than
your direct competitors. The best customer experience businesses are influencing your customer, so
you’d better be at the top of your game if you want
to compete.

JEOFREY BEAN
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